
A Theology of Public Life

What has Washington to do with Jerusalem? In the raging
debates about the relationship between religion and
politics, no one has explored the religious benefits and
challenges of public engagement for Christian believers –
until now. This ground-breaking book defends and details
Christian believers’ engagement in contemporary plural-
istic public life, not from the perspective of some neutral
‘‘public,’’ but from the particular perspective of Christian
faith, arguing that such engagement enriches both public
life and Christian citizens’ faith itself. As such it offers not
a ‘‘public theology,’’ but a ‘‘theology of public life,’’
analyzing the promise and perils of Christian public
engagement, and discussing the nature of civic commit-
ment and prophetic critique, and the relation of a loving
faith to a liberal politics of justice. Theologically rich,
philosophically rigorous, politically, historically and
sociologically informed, this book advances contemporary
discussion of ‘‘religion and public life’’ in fundamental
ways.
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This book is for my mother

Martha Thomas Mathewes
ix.30.1935 – i.1.2006

She loves me like a rock

– Paul Simon
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Saeculum autem hoc eremus est

Augustine, sermo. 4.9.9
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Abbreviations for works by St. Augustine

ad Gal. expositio epistolae ad Galatas

conf. confessiones

contra acad. contra academicos

DCD de civitate Dei

DDC de doctrina Christiana

de mor. de moribus ecclesiae catholicae

de pat. de patientiae

de Trin. de Trinitate

DUC de utilitate credendi

DVR de vera religione

ennar. ennarationes in Psalmos

ep. epistulae

Gen. ad litt. de Genesi ad litteram

in Io. ep. in Iohannis epistulam tractatus

sermo. sermones
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